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FULL SIZED SCATTERING BAR ALT-PSM TECHNIQUE FOR IC

MANUFACTURING IN SUB-RESOLUTION ERA

FIELD OF THE INVENTION

The invention relates to a method of fabricating an integrated circuit in a

microelectronic device. More particularly, the present invention relates to a method of

forming smaller lithography patterns on substrates by using phase shifting masks.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

The fabrication of integrated circuits and semiconductor devices requires the

application of a lithography process to define a pattern on a substrate. A

photosensitive layer on a substrate is pattemwise exposed with radiation that passes

through a mask having opaque and transparent regions. A commonly used mask called

a binary mask is comprised of an opaque material such as chrome or chromium on a

transparent substrate which is typically quartz. The electric fieW or aerial image that

exits from the mask during an exposure has a high intensity corresponding to light

passing through transparent regions and a low intensity where light has been blocked

by opaque regions. The aerial Image is projected onto a photosensitive film called a

photoresist to form exposed regions and unexposed regions. A small amount of

radiation does reach "unexposed" regions, especially near borders with exposed

regions t>ecause of diffracted light. This condition limits the minimum size of the

features that can be fomied or resolved in the photoresist pattern. Since there is a

constant demar>d for decreasing feature size in order to build faster circuits or for a
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higher density of circuits per unit area, numerous resolution enhancement techniques

have been developed during the past several years.

The minimum feature size that can be printed for a given process is defined as R =

Wk I NA where R is the minimum resolution, k is a constant for the process, X Is the

exposing wavelength, and NA Is the numerical aperture of the projection optics in the

exposure tool. A combination of lower k and lower X coupled with a higher NA has

enabled a steady reduction in technology nodes in recent years from over 250 nm to

180 nm, 130 nm, and now to 100 nm. Traditionally, k is reduced by enhancements to

the mask or lithographic process such as attenuated masks, off-axis illumination (OAI),

optical proximity correction (OPC), scattering bars (SB) and high contrast photoresists.

The most popular exposure tools have been g-line (436 nm) and i-line (365 nm)

steppers and scanners but Deep UV (248 nm) tools have been implemented to achieve

resolution In the 130 nm to 250 nm range. Cun-ently, 193 nm exposure tools are being

accepted as the primary path to the 100 nm node. With each step in k reduction, the

NA has been maximized to be in a range of about 0.7 to 0.85. If all the advances in k,

X, and NA are combined, the minimum feature size that can be achieved is about half

wavelength. In other words, for the cun-ent technology based on 193 nm exposure

tools, the smallest feature that can be reliably produced in manufacturing is about 90 to

100 nm. There is a need to push the imaging capability toward quarter wavelength with

new optical enhancements since the time gap between each technok>gy node is

becoming shorter and exceeds the ability of tool manufacturers to match the pace with

X and NA improvements. This Is especially true for gate electrodes in transistors where

the feature size is already sub-100 nm and is rapidly decreasing.
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Attenuated phase shift masks have been widely introduced into manufacturing

processes because they can enable a smaller resolution feature to be printed with a

larger process window than with binary masks. One example is found in U.S. Patent

6,210,841 in which an attenuated mask is formed by adding an attenuator material such

as MoSiOxNyto portions of the substrate. The thickness of the MoSIOxNy is adjusted

so that the phase of the light is shifted by 180° in regions where radiation passes

through the attenuator. Scattering bars are also used to improve the resolution of the

process to 130 nm.

A photoresist process is also characterized by its process latitude. That is the

combination of focus and exposure dose settings that will generate a photoresist feature

within a given llnewidth or space width tolerance which Is usually within +10% of a

targeted value. A focus latitude or depth of focus (DOF) of at least 0.4 microns and

preferably near 1 micron or larger Is desirable for an acceptable manufacturing process.

At the same time, the dose latitude or acceptable range of exposure doses should be at

least 10% (+5% about a target dose) and preferably 15% or greater. As an example, a

gate feature size of 1 80 nm that is printed at a dose of 20 mj/cm^ and with a process

having a OOF of 1 urn and a dose latitude of 20% means that a feature sizes between

162 nm and 198 nm can be printed if the exposure dose stays within a range of 18

mJ/cm^ to 22 mJ/cm^ and the focal plane does not shift from best focus by more than

0.5 micron (nm) in either direction (toward plane of substrate or away from substrate).

A phase shifted mask can help to increase process latitude besides Improving

resolution. This is valuable because expensive rework involving stripping the resist
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layer, recoating and re-exposing when llnewidth is out of specification can be reduced

which leads to a lower cost device.

An alternating phase shift (alt-PSM) approach first proposed by Levenson in 1988

appears to be the best method of achieving a quarter wavelength resolution. In the

case of an alt-PSM with a single trench etched into the substrate as illustrated in FIG.

1a, exposing radiation 2 passes through two transparent regions with thicknesses ti and

ti + 12 on opposite sides of an opaque region 4. The amount of quartz 6 that has been

removed in the second transparent region to form trench 7 is thickness ti that has been

determined according to an equation (n-1) x (fe) = % where n is the refractive index of

the quartz 6 and X is the exposing wavelength. The result is that the phase of light

exiting region with thickness ti (through aperture B) is 180° out of phase with the light

exiting the adjacent region with thickness U+U (through aperture A). The phase width is

shown as the distance PW. This relationship forms a higher contrast aerial Image that

exposes the photosensitive film on the substrate and allows smaller feature sizes to be

printed with an alternating mask 3 than with a binary mask which has a unifonn

thickness of quartz and light of only one phase exiting apertures of the mask.

An alt-PSM 3 with a dual trench is shown in FIG. 1 b. Trench 8 with a depth ts and

trench 9 with a depth U are etched into quartz 6. Distances U and t* are adjusted so

that radiation 2 that passes through alt-PSM 3 exits aperture C with a phase 9° and

exits aperture D with a phase (180 + G)°. The distance (tj, ts, or t«) that a trench is

etched into a mask substrate will hereafter be referred to as a phase depth.

However, fabrication of alt-PSMs has been difficult in terms of automatic phase

assignment, phase inspection and repair, and cycle time which increases cost beyond
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what many IC manufacturers can afford. Alt-PSM has a phase conflict problem

because it creates dark resist (unexposed positive tone photoresist) at all areas

corresponding to a 0° to 180° transition in the mask. Meanwhile, automatic phase

assignment and alt-PSM design rule for an IC layout are very crucial for real

applications. Spence (U.S. Patent 5.573.890) and Wang (U.S. Patents 5,858.580 and

6,228,539) reveal double exposure alt-PSM to overcome these concerns. Spence uses

an alt-PSM and a structure mask in order to achieve a new gate length and remove

unwanted dark lines formed by the phase shift method. However, this solution does not

avoid the difficulty of making the mask. It also does not address polysilicon interconnect

lines that must shrink in dimension simultaneously with a smaller gate size in order to

realize the full benefit of smaller gates. Wang uses a dark field phase shifting mask for

shrinking gate length and a structure mask to define polysilicon interconnects as well as

protecting the shrunken gate. There is no alt-PSM rule checking to resolve phase

conflicts and the staicture mask is binary with a relaxed design rule that prohibits

features near quarter wavelength from being printed.

Another alt-PSM technique is described in U.S. Patent 5,994.002 and is primarily

concerned with mask conredions to control an optical proximity effect where lines of

equal size on the mask are separated by different space widths. Uncorrected masks

tend to print isolated lines larger than dense lines In resist films. While the method

deals with optical proximity effects, it does not mention con-ecting for lens aberrations or

adjusting two different features on a mask which are printed simultaneously such as

gate lines and polysilicon interconnects.
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Still another alt-PSM method described in U.S. Patent 5,882,827 combines alt-PSM

and attenuated PSM features on the same mask to overcome alignment concerns. The

mask appears difficult to produce because in some cases, the attenuated shifter

material is overlaid on alt-PSM regions where the transparent quartz has been removed

to adjust its thickness relative to the non-shifted transparent regions. This arrangement

would be difficult to inspect and repair and therefore costly to make.

For the 100 nm technology node that is cun-ently being implemented in

manufacturing, gate lengths as small as 60 or 70 nm are being produced and there is

no method with cun-ent lithography techniques to achieve this dimension. Typically, 100

nm gate features are printed in resist and then trimmed by a plasma etch to achieve a

smaller size. This method requires an extra step of etching which can be costly and

difficult to control if two or more feature sizes are trimmed at the same time. Therefore,

It is desirable to have a lithography technique that is able to print features In photoresist

that are about one quarter the size of the exposing wavelength. The method should

provide an acceptable process window and be compatible with a manufacturing process

flow. A logical layout management flow should be provided so that an appropriate mask

or masks can be built.

SUMMARY OF INVENTION

One objective of the present invention is to provide a method for forming a feature in

a photoresist layer that has a smaller dimension than can be produced by conventional

resolution enhancement techniques. This is especially true for gate lengths.
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A further objective of the present invention is to provide a method of shrinking two

different features simultaneously such as a gate length and a polysilicon interconnect in

an integrated circuit.

A still further objective of the present invention is to provide a data processing flow

for defining a layer in an integrated circuit. The data enables an improved alt-PSM

mask to be built in addition to a trim mask which together can be used to print shrunken

gate and interconnect feature sizes.

A still further objective of the present invention is to provide a system for producing

phase shifting layout data which can handle alt-PSM design mies. optical proximity

con-ections (OPC). scattering bar rules and gate blocking area generation for tritone

attenuated PSM mask making.

These objectives are achieved through the design of an alt-PSM with full size

scattering bars (FSSB) and an attenuated tritone mask hereafter referred to as att-PSM.

The masks are employed in a double exposure method in which the alt-PSM with FSSiB

is used to primarily define a shmnken gate structure in a first exposure. The scattering

bars enable a smaller phase width as illustrated in FIG. 6b that effectively perniit a

smaller gate size to be controllably manufactured. Phase height and phase width can

be adjusted to improve depth of focus, especially for relaxed pitches and isolated lines.

The optical proximity effect (OPE) is reduced by introducing the FSSB and this allows a

higher flexibility in mask design. In addition, the effect of lens aberrations such as x-

coma is minimized with the new alt-PSM which results in higher fidelity photoresist

features, especially those with dimensions below the half wavelength size.
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The chrome section of the tritone att-PSM protects the gate feature defined with the

alt-PSM by preventing the erasure of phase shifting regions and preventing the creation

of undesirable artifact regions that would otherwise be fornied by the alt-PSM exposure.

The scattering bar feature which is combined with the attenuated portion in the tritone

att-PSM trims the polysilicon interconnect line to a smaller dimension than can be

achieved with a binary mask. This enables the polysilicon interconnect to be shaink at

the same time as the gate feature. The blocking area (chrome region) of the att-PSM is

based on the phase assignment of the alt-PSM. Examples of the alt-PSM with FSSB

and the tritone att-PSM are found in FIGS. 3a and 3b, respectively.

A comprehensive data management flow is crucial to building quality masks for this

double exposure approach. The system for producing phase shifting data Is a

command script comprised of alt-PSM design mles, OPC, scattering bar rules, and gate

blocking area generation for the tritone att-PSM. The management flow involves first

reading in the layout of diffusion (underiying active area) and poly layers. Next, design

of the alt-PSM mask follows a sequence of alt-PSM rule check, assigning FSSB for

small linewidths, assigning phases along gate area, and inputting OPC data. The next

step is inputting the blocking area for shrunken gates including the assigned phase

areas and polygate areas. Then the trim mask is designed by inserting data for

polysilicon interconnects, the block area, and full size scattering bars that is generated

through a set of parameters such as scattering bar size and separation between main

pattern and scattering bar. After OPC data is determined and corrections are inputted,

the final output is a modified GDS layout for the each mask. The GDS layout is

subsequently used by the mask fabricators to produce the masks.
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BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF TflE DRAWrNGS- '

FIGS. 1a and 1b are cross-sectional views of conventional alternating phase shift

masks.

FIGS. 2a - 2b show a layout extraction method for mask making according to an

embodiment of the present invention.

FIGS. 3a - 3b are top-down views of phase and trim masks used in the double

exposure method of the present Invention.

FIGS. 4a - 4b are top-down views of photoresist patterns on a substrate after the

masks from FIGS. 3a - 3b were used in a single exposure lithography process.

FIG. 5 is the resulting pattern in a photoresist layer after a double exposure method

using the masks depicted in FIGS. 3a - 3b.

FIG. 6a is a top-down view of a conventtonal altemating phase shift mask.

FIG. 6b is a top-down view of an altemating phase shift mask with full size scattering

bars (FSSB) according to the present invention,

FIG. 7 shows an x-coma aberration in an aerial Image from a conventtonal alt-PSM

that is corrected by an alt-PSM with FSSB of the present inventran.

FIG. 8 is a flow diagram showing the data management sequence during a design of

an alt-PSM with FSSB and a trim (tritone att-PSM) mask of the present Invention.

FIG. 9 is a graph that illustrates how phase height influences depth of focus at

various pitch sizes in a conventional alt-PSM.

FIG. 10 is a graph that shows how an alt-PSM with FSSB can be optimized to

improve depth of focus over a conventional mask for certain pitch sizes.
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FIG. 1 1 is a graph showing the optical proximity effect (OPE) for a conventional alt-

PSM at different phase heights.

FIG. 12 is a graph showing how OPE is reduced by using an alt-PSM with FSSB.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

The present invention is a method by which smaller feature sizes in photoresist

layers on substrates can t>e printed than are currently available from other optical

lithographic methods. An alternating PSM approach is modified and combined with an

optimized attenuated PSM with capability for printing feature sizes at one quarter of the

exposing wavelength. The invention is also a method by which the aforesaid masks are

designed and a system for producing the phase shifting layout data.

In one embodiment, a method for layout management flow 50 is provided as

illustrated in FIG. 8. Initially, data representing the location of the underlying diffusion

(active area) which is indicated by the dashed line 12 in FIG. 2a Is loaded into layout

processing software. This software can be commercially available EDA 10 design

software or a set of script programs. The layout for polysilicon line 14 in FIG. 2a is also

loaded into the software program according to step 52 in the flow sequence. The alt-

PSM is then generated in step 54 by first checking the alt-PSM design rules for phase

conflict between 0° and 1 80° phase regions or between 0° and (1 80 + Qf phase

regions. These rules include a set of parameters for perpendicular gate, inter-digital

gate, poly to poly pitch and line-end cap. Full size scattering bars (FSSB) shown as

features 16 In FIG. 2b are assigned with linewidths Wi that can be equal to or greater

than the width Wo of the gate feature 10. Then phases along the gate area are
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assigned with phase width Wi and a phase that is either Q° or (1 80 + 9)° where 9 is from

0 to 180. All phase widths Wj are equivalent. Other parameters such as phase

extension, minimum phase width, phase spacing, and overlay offset are also Included.

To enlarge the depth of focus (DOF) for printing a photoresist pattern with this alt-

PSM, the linewidth Wi of the FSSB 16 Is resized by an amount that can vary in

increments of about 10 nm according to pattern pitches. This adjustment may be a

minor modification of FSSB size but Is able to increase DOF by a significant amount.

Next optical proximity correction data is generated and inputted to modify the layout.

OPC data can be rule-based or firom an empirical resist model to assure that the fidelity

of the feature printed in photoresist is close to the original IC layout.

Data for the gate block area Is then processed In step 56. This block layer includes

the assigned phase areas and polygate areas (true gate) to prevent erasing of the

shrunken gate features. TTie gate block also applies to the att-PSM structure fabrication

which maintains a chrome film on top of shrunken gate areas from the alt-PSM

exposure to prevent light leakage from attacking these gates. The remainder of the trim

(att-PSM) mask is designed in step 58. Features such as polysilicon Interconnect lines

14, the block area (not shown), and full size scattering bars 18 In FIG. 2b are generated

through a set of parameters such as scattering bar 18 size and separation between the

main pattern 14 and the scattering bar 18. The attenuated part of the tritone mask such

as scattering bar 18 is comprised of a semi-transparent half-tone film on a substrate.

The halftone film can be fomned from a material such as MoSIOx^4Y. The substrate Is

quartz when the exposing radlatran is Deep UV (248 nm). i-llne (365 nm) or g-line (436

nm) and is preferably CaF2 when the radiation has 193 nm wavelength. The
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transparency of the attenuated stack is from about 1% to about 30% and the phase

change is 180° compared to the phase exiting the substrate through regions with no

attenuated layers.

The scattering bars 18 on the att-PSM can be either sub-resolution or full size

scattering bars and have a width L2 that is between 33% and 100% of the dimension L

for line 14 (FIG. 2a). When scattering bar 18 is sub-resolution, it is not printed in the

photoresist pattern. Full size scattering bars do print artifacts in a photoresist pattern.

However, these artifacts are not printed in a double exposure method since the region

containing the artifacts is exposed during the alt-PSM exposure. The scattering bar

(SB) is used to improve depth of focus and resolution of the trim mask compared to one

without SB. The SB is assigned according to a set of parameters that define its size,

separation from the main feature, and how many scattering bars are atong the main

feature. The SB 18 is usually a distance of 1L to 2L away from interconnect 14 and can

consist of one to three bars. The layout for the trim mask then goes through OPC

generation and corrections are applied to form a modified GDS layout for the trim mask.

Likewise, a modified GDS layout is done for the alt-PSM.

The final step 60 in the layout management flow is to send the GDS layouts to the

mask fabricators. In this case, an alt-PSM 21 with FSSB is produced as shown in FIG.

3a and an att-PSM 23 with SB is produced as shown in FIG. 3b. Alt-PSM 21 may be a

single trench or dual trench type as shown in FIGS, la and lb, respectively. When alt-

PSM 21 is a single trench type, the mask has opaque chrome regions 20, transparent

substrate regions 22 that transmit light that exits the mask with 0° phase, and

transparent substrate regions 24 having a thinner substrate thickness and transmitting
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light that exits the mask with 1 80° phase. It should be noted that phase shifted regions

24 are formed during the mask making process by a selective etch process and It is

important that the phase depth t2 as shown in FIG. 1a, is uniform over the entire mask.

Otherwise, the phase of light exiting through aperture B will either be slightly larger

(180° + 6) or slightly smaller (180° - 9) than the intended 180°. As a result of phase

depth variations, the features printed in a photoresist are likely to be shifted in size and

location from their intended placement.

When alt-PSM 21 is a dual trench type, shifts of 0° where 9 is from 0 to 180 are

designed into the layout and transparent regions 22 transmit light that exits the mask

with a 9° phase while transparent regions 24 transmit light with a (180 + 6)° phase. A

high quality alt-PSM is one wherein the fabrication process allows the phase depths tt,

ts, t4 In FIGS, la and lb to be controlled such that the phase shift is maintained within +

3° of the intended shift in degrees across the entire mask. Phase height Hi Is defined

as the height of the phase aperture or opening In regions 22 and 24 in FIG. 3a.

Att-PSM 23 in FIG. 3b is tritone because it consists of three distinct types of regions

which are the chrome blocking area 27 having a width Wa that is greater than Wo In FIG.

2b, clear transparent regions 25, and attenuated regions 26 and 28 for the Interconnect

line and scattering bar. Lines 26 and 28 are both comprised of an attenuator material

such as MoSiOxNy which has been deposited on the mask substrate. A less desirable

option is to construct a binary mask where lines 26 and 28 are chrome but a binary

mask does not have the resolution or process window that is afforded by an att-PSM.

A second embodiment of the present invention is a system for producing phase

shifting layout data and consists of a command script comprising alt-PSM design rules,
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OPC. SB rules, and gate blocking area generation for tritone att-PSM. Initially, a single

line transistor gate in an integrated circuit is identified. As shown in FIG. 2a, the gate 10

is given a width Wo and lengthU wherein the length U (longer side of the rectangular

feature) is orthogonal to the two longer sides of an underlying rectangle 12 that

represents the active area. The length U of the gate 10 in the phase mask design is

greater than the width Wa of the active region 12 by an extension amount that Is

sufficient to compensate for possible misalignment between masks carrying the phase

and trim layouts. Then phase shifting areas are assigned for defining a phase mask

having a single line transistor gate and first opaque areas.

For alt-PSM, a layout including phase shifting areas in an opaque field and another

layout of phase 0° and phase 180° or phase 9 and phase (180+ Qf are provided. The

adjacent phase shift region must always be adjusted so that adjacent phase shift

regions are 1 80° out of phase with each other. Those skilled in the art will recognize

how to adjust the mask making process to provide phase regions of 9° and (180+ 0)°for

a dual trench type alt-PSM.

Then a gate block layer is defined which involves assigning phase areas and

polygate areas (tme gate) to prevent erasure of shmnken gates. This gate block

information is also useftjl data for att-PSM mask fabrication that maintains a chrome film

on top of shrunken gates td prevent light leakage ft-om attacking the gates. Next a trim

mask like the one shown in FIG. 3b is defined that includes interconnect 26 (poly layer

excluding gate areas), btock area 27 (a slight demagnification of the phase area), and

sub-resolution or full size scattering bar 28 that are generated through a set of

parameters such as scattering bar size and separation between the main pattern and
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the scattering bar. The width L of interconnect 14 in the design stage is larger than

width La of the scattering bar arKi larger than Wo of the gate.

When scattering bar 28 is sub-resolution on the mask, it is not printed in resist but

Improves the DOF and resolution of the lithography process. If a full size scattering bar

28 is incorporated on the mask, then DOF will be increased more than with a sub-

resolution scattering bar 28 but artifacts will be printed on the substrate. However, the

FSSB artifact location is exposed by the phase mask and therefore will not remain in the

photoresist pattern in the case of a double exposure technique.

The opaque gate block area 27 Includes phase shifted areas on the phase layout

and polygate on active area. Its size is demagnlfied somewhat for phase layouts and

true gates in order to compensate for possible misalignment between first and second

masks. Finally, these layouts go through OPC generation and then a modified GDS

layout is provkJed for mask fabrication.

In a third embodiment, the present inventton is a method of fonning shrunken gates

simultaneously with shrunken polysHlcon interconnects in an IC manufacturing process.

The method involves producing an alt-PSM with FSSB and an att-PSM with SB using a

data management flow and system for producing phase shifting layout data as

described in the first two embodiments. An alt-PSM 21 that can be either a single or

dual trench type is provided as shown in FIG. 3a with chrome regions 20, 20a. and 20b,

transparent regions 22 that transmit light which exits the mask with phase 9°, and

transparent regions 24 that transmit light which exits the mask with phase (180 + Qf.

Phase shifted regions 24 alternate with regions 22 and are spaced apart by chrome

regions 20a and 20b.
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Chrome region 20a is a siiape that will be used to form a gate structure on a

substrate. Chrome regions 20b correspond to full size scattering bars that are not

printed in a photoresist layer but help to shrink the gate size and improve its process

latitude compared to a conventional att-PSM. The pattern in FIG. 3a is from a small

section of the mask 21 and is repeated across alt-PSM 21.

A further comparison of a conventional alt-PSM and an alt-PSM with FSSB is

provided in FIG. 6a and FIG. 6b. Conventional alt-PSM 40 as shown in FIG. 6a has

chrome lines of width Di corresponding to poly gates that separate alternating

transparent regions 42 and 44 representing 6° and (180 + Qf phase areas,

respectively, wherein e is from 0 to 1 80. The phase width PW is the distance between

adjacent chrome lines 43 and the pitch is the distance (PW + Dt) between one edge of

one chrome line and the same edge of an adjacent chrome line 43. In an alt-PSM 46

with full size scattering bars 45 illustrated in FIG. 6b, the chrome line corresponding to

the gate feature has width Di as before. However, full size scattering bars 45 having a

width D2 and comprised of chrome are positioned between each chrome line 43. D2 is

typically equal to or greater than Di.

Between each pair of chrome lines 43, there is a 6° phase area 42 and a (180 + 9)°

phase area 44 that have equivalent phase widths PWa and PWi, respectively. A finer

resolution of the resulting gate in a patterned photoresist film can be achieved with

mask 46 because the phase widths PWi and PW2can be made smaller than PW in

mask 40.

A higher contrast aerial image is produced by mask 46 which enables a higher

resolution and larger process window to be achieved in the lithographic patterning of
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substrates. An additional one or two full size scattering bars can be inserted between

adjacent chrome lines 43 in phase mask 46 but the number Is limited by the physical

space. For Instance, smaller pitches In the printed photoresist pattern in a range of

about 250 nm to about 600 nm may only allow one FSSB 45 between adjacent chrome

lines 43 in the alt-PSM. For larger pitches, a total ranging from one to three FSSB 45

may be placed between each chrome line 43. It should be noted that the size of the

chrome lines 43 are larger on the mask than the resulting lines which are printed In the

photoresist. Typically, the exposure system provkies a 4X or 6X reduction in pattern

size so a chrome feature on the mask will appear In the printed photoresist pattern as a

feature % or 1/5 of the original mask size.

A tritone att-PSM 23 (FIG. 3b) is also provided which has a chrome blocking area

27, highly transparent substrate regions 25, and attenuated regions 26 and 28 that allow

a transmission between 1% and 30% of the exposing wavelength. Scattering bar 28

can be either sub-resolution or full size and has a width L2 that Is about 33% to 100% of

the size of the widtti L of interconnect 26. When scattering bar 28 Is sub-resolution in

size, it is not printed in a photoresist layer but does help to print interconnect 26 at a

smaller size and with a larger process window than is possible with a binary mask. In

the case of a full size scattering bar 28, a larger process window Is also realized and the

artifacts that are printed by the trim mask In a single exposure mode are removed by the

exposure with the phase mask In a double exposure method.

The alt-PSM 21 and the att-PSM 23 are used in a double exposure process of a

substrate 30 coated with a positive tone photoresist film 32. In a positive tone

photoresist, exposed regions become soluble In an aqueous base developer and are
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washed away while unexposed regions are insoluble in developer and remain on the

substrate. Therefore, transparent regions on a mask become regions dear of

photoresist on a developed substrate. FIG. 4a shows the resulting photoresist pattern

on substrate 30 if only alt-PSM 21 is used during an exposure.

Alt-PSM 21 generally has transparent regions comprised of quartz and the exposing

radiation consists of one or more wavelengths selected from a range of about 150 nm to

600 nm and is typically VUV (1 67 nm), 193 nm, Deep UV (248 nm). i-line (365 nm) or g-

line (436 nm) radiation. Alt-PSM 21 typically has transparent regions comprised of CaF2

when the exposing wavelength is 157 nm or 193 nm. As a result of the lithographic

process involving patterning of photoresist 32 on substrate 30 with alt-PSM 21, clear

substrate regions 34 are formed where exposed photoresist was washed away by

developer. The four rectangular features 34 at the top of FIG. 4a are equivalent in size

and shape even though they were formed by exposure with light of two different phases

that are 6° and (1 80 + 0)°. Regions 32 are unexposed photoresist.

FIG. 4b depicts a pattern in photoresist 32 on substrate 30 that would result from a

single exposure with att-PSM 23. Clear regions 34 are formed con-esponding to

transparent regions in att-PSM 23 while photoresist 32 remains in areas corresponding

to chrome or attenuated regions on att-PSM 23.

A key point in the present Invention is that photoresist 32 on substrate 30 is not

exposed with a single exposure but with two exposures followed by a single

development step. First, photoresist 32 on substrate 30 is exposed with radiation

through alt-PSM 21 using radiation selected firom a wavelength or wavelengths in the

range of about 150 nm to about 600 nm and then photoresist 32 is exposed with att-
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PSM 23 using a wavelength or wavelengths selected from a similar range. The

wavelength used for the first exposure does not have to be the same wavelength used

in the second exposure. However, throughput may be Increased If the two exposures

are performed in the same exposure tool at the same wavelengths. Substrate 30 Is

developed in aqueous base to give a pattern illustrated in FIG. 5. Because of the

overlap of the two patterns from the two exposure steps, photoresist 32 only remains as

a shrunken gate feature 32b and as a shrunken interconnect 32a. All other areas 34 on

substrate 30 are clear of photoresist since they were exposed at least once.

Gate 32b has a width W4that is smaller than can be printed with binary or

attenuated PSM masks in combination with resolution enhancement techniques.

Moreover, interconnect 32a has a width L3 that has been shrunk by employing an att-

PSM 23 with a scattering bar 28. Thus, both gate 32b and interconnect 32a have been

shrunk simultaneously which has not been achieved in prior art. At this point, the

photoresist pattern is typically plasma etch transferred through the underlying substrate

which is normally polysilicon and then the photoresist is removed by a conventional

stripping method.

Other benefits of an alt-PSM with full size scattering bars over a conventional alt-

PSM are summarized in FIG. 7 and FIGS. 9-12. FIG. 7 shows that a conventional alt-

PSM as represented by FIG. 6a is much more sensitive to lens aberrations than an alt-

PSM with full size scattering bars as depicted in FIG. 6b. In both cases, the chrome

lines 43 have a Di that will form 80 nm wide lines in a photoresist pattern with a pitch of

600 nm, the NA of the exposure tool is 0.60 and the 193 nm exposing wavelength has a
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coherence (o) of 0.3. For the modified alt-PSM as shown in FIG. 6b, a scattering bar 45

has been inserted with a width Da that is 1 .75 times larger than Di.

In this example, the lens has an x-coma aberration and the response of a

conventional alt-PSM Is a merging of two adjacent phase regions in the aerial image

exiting the mask as illustrated by curve 48 in FIG. 7 which will result in a degraded

photoresist pattern. The contrast that was gained by having alternate phase shift

regions has been lost because of the x-coma. On the other hand, the alt-PSM with

FSSB of the present invention is not affected and the high contrast aerial Image is

retained as shown by the four distinct peaks in curve 49 corresponding to four adjacent

phase regions 42, 44 in FIG. 6b, two with phase e° and two with phase (180 + 9)°.

Since ail exposure tools have some lens abenrations, an alt-PSM with full size scattering

bars will be an advantage over conventional alt-PSM because it will be able to achieve

a smaller resolution feature In exposed photoresist because of a lower sensitivity to

aljerrations like x-coma, y-coma and other higher order aberrations.

Refening to FIG. 9, the phase height H2 In FIG. 6a in a conventional alt-PSM Is

adjusted and the resulting DOF is shown for phase heights Ha between 370 nm and

1 500 nm. Note that the resulting photoresist patterns have some "foriaidden pitches"

with sizes between about 250 nm and 380 nm (0.25 - 0.38 pirn) where the DOF cannot

be optimized much above 0.5 microns by this alt-PSM.

In FIG. 10, DOF can be increased relative to a conventional alt-PSM using an alt-

PSM with FSSB especially for relaxed pitches where the space width between

photoresist lines is at least 5 or 6 times larger than the linewidth. In tNs example, the

targeted photoresist line size is 80 nm and for pitches of 500 nm size or greater, the alt-
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PSM with full size scattering bars provides a higher DOF (curve 1 10) than the

conventional att-PSM (curve 100).

Another benefit afforded by an alt-PSM with FSSB is a smaller optical proximity

effect. As shown in FIG. 11 , the linewidth or critical dimension (CD) of a line printed in

photoresist is plotted on the y-axis and the pitch containing the line is plotted on the x-

axis. The linewidths of the intended photoresist lines are 80 nm for all pitches. The

exposing wavelength is 193 nm from a 0.6 NA tool with o = 0.3. The results are plotted

for various phase heights ranging from 370 nm to 1 500 nm. For all phase heights, the

line is printed smaller than the targeted 80 nm (0.08 |im) at all pitches below 0.35 ^m

size and reaches a maximum width of about 100 nm at a pitch size of 0.40 ^m. Ideally,

the target CD should be printed as an 80 nm line at all pitches. To adjust for the actual

results printed in photoresist, a separate con-ection is usually made for each pitch on the

mask so that by exposing a oon-ected mask, the CD printed in photoresist will be about

80 nm for all pitches. The maximum optical proximity correction is expressed as the

difference between the largest and smallest CDs printed fi'om the uncorrected mask as

illustrated in FIG. 1 1 . Here the correction for all the curves corresponding to different

phase heights ranges from about 55 to about 60 nm. A large correction is undesirable

for mask designers since it requires more space on the layout that could otherwise be

used to pack circuits more closely together.

In FIG. 12 the conventional alt-PSM is replaced by an alt-PSM with full size

scattering bars and the optical proximity effect data is generated using the same

exposure conditions as described for FIG. 1 1 . As with the conventional alt-PSM, the

printed linewidth is small for a 200 nm pitch and increases as pitch increases to 350 nm.
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Hcjwever, In this example the maximum line size printed is about 90 nm at a 350 nm

pitch. As the pitch changes from 350 nm to 375 nm, the printed line size decreases and

then increases again as the pitch grows from 375 nm to 550 nm. The con-ection for ail

the curves with different phase heights ranges from about 45 to about 50 nm which is

less than the values for a conventional alt-PSM. This improvement allows a greater

flexibility in mask design which ultimately pays off in more circuits per substrate and a

lower manufacturing cost.

Therefore, the third embodiment of the present invention enhances resolution and

DOF for both gate and interconnect features which is an improvement over prior art that

improves resolution only for gate features. In addition, the quality of the image that is

printed In photoresist is improved over conventional alt-PSM because of a better image

control that results from a lower sensitivity to lens aberrations. The incorporation of full

size scattering bars leads to lower optical proximity corrections and a greater flexibility

in mask design.

While this invention has been particularty shown and described with reference to, the

preferred embodiments thereof, it will be understood by those skilled In the art that

various changes In form and details may be made without departing from the spirit and

scope of this invention.
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